Abstract-This paper describes an empirical investigation of the cost effectiveness of well-known state-based testing techniques for classes or clusters of classes that exhibit a state-dependent behavior. This is practically relevant as many object-oriented methodologies recommend modeling such components with statecharts which can then be used as a basis for testing. Our results, based on a series of three experiments, show that in most cases state-based techniques are not likely to be sufficient by themselves to catch most of the faults present in the code. Though useful, they need to be complemented with black-box, functional testing. We focus here on a particular technique, Category Partition, as this is the most commonly used and referenced black-box, functional testing technique. Two different oracle strategies have been applied for checking the success of test cases. One is a very precise oracle checking the concrete state of objects whereas the other one is based on the notion of state invariant (abstract states). Results show that there is a significant difference between them, both in terms of fault detection and cost. This is therefore an important choice to make that should be driven by the characteristics of the component to be tested, such as its criticality, complexity, and test budget.
INTRODUCTION
S TATE models, such as UML statecharts [9] , [23] , are widely used to document the design of object-oriented systems, in particular to specify the state-dependent behavior of the most critical and complex classes. Such statecharts help to carefully specify and review class behavior but they are also extremely useful to facilitate class design, for example using the state design pattern. Another useful application is related to the definition of test strategies and criteria based on state models. Indeed, state models provide a precise definition of the expected class behavior and are therefore very useful when deriving test cases and oracles. The literature reports a number of criteria, relying on state models, for the unit testing of (clusters of) classes [7] , [8] , [15] , [26] , [37] . However, little is known about the effectiveness in practice of such criteria. Since faults are much less expensive when caught during unit testing than during subsequent testing phases (integration testing or system testing), it is important to ensure that effective strategies are being used to detect them. But, the cost associated with a coverage criterion has to be acceptable given the specifics of the class(es) under test. It is thus paramount to provide an initial body of results that can serve as useful guidelines for people who, in organizations that develop object-oriented systems, have to plan and perform class (cluster) testing.
In order to study the effectiveness of these testing criteria, and to understand whether it can be possible and convenient to apply them, two separate questions have to be answered: 1) To which extent, do people who have adequate training, properly apply test strategies (some may be more difficult to apply than others)? 2) What is the fault detection effectiveness of the test strategies when properly applied? This paper addresses the latter issue. This entails the investigation of different aspects, for example:
. What are the factors affecting such effectiveness? . How effectiveness can be improved by combining different strategies? . What is the influence of the chosen oracle in terms of cost and effectiveness? . What, in general, are the cost-effectiveness tradeoffs to be considered? Such investigations, however, cannot be performed by analytical means. Like other types of criteria (e.g., data flow criteria [20] ), experimental evaluation is required.
This paper reports and discusses results from a series of three experiments, performed with graduate students in a laboratory setting. The purpose of the experiments is to determine the cost-effectiveness of one of the most widespread state-based testing strategies: the round trip strategy [7] which was previously known as the W-Method [15] for regular state machines and has been extensively studied over the last 20 years in the context of protocol testing [33] . We also investigate whether black-box testing would help complement state-based testing and how they could be combined. Last, we compare two different oracle strategies in the context of these testing strategies.
For each experiment, we asked student teams to produce test cases, aiming at applying the strategies to be investigated (round trip [7] , category partition [38] ) on a given set of classes and methods. Then, we produced mutant versions of class(es) under test (CUT), each including one fault seeded, using mutation operators [17] . Finally, we ran the test cases over the mutant versions of the CUT, to assess their capability to "kill" mutants, that is uncover faults by triggering a failure. Results were also analyzed to investigate variability among teams and the reasons for the remaining live mutants.
The main contributions of this paper are:
. A thorough experimental evaluation of a common state-based testing technique: round trip testing. We both look at the fault detection effectiveness and cost of the technique. . An investigation into combining round trip testing with black-box testing, namely, the category partition technique. . An empirical investigation of two oracle strategies to determine the occurrence of a failure, one based on state invariants (as defined for the statechart) and the other being a complete, precise oracle looking at the concrete states of objects (i.e., checking all attribute values). The latter is more expensive to code in test drivers and we aim to determine whether it makes a significant difference in practice. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related literature and Section 3 introduces the fundamental notions about the testing strategies to be experimented and mutation operators. Section 4 provides a detailed description of the experiments, while Section 5 presents and discusses the results. Overall conclusions and future work are provided in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
One of the earliest works on state-based testing is the Wmethod proposed by Chow for finite state machines [15] , which was later adapted to a UML context by Binder [7] and denoted as round-trip path testing. The W-method and its adaptation by Binder require the construction of a transition tree, for instance using a breadth-first traversal of the finite-state machine (or statechart). The W-method then consists of two steps: The first step traverses the transition tree so that each path in that tree will be covered by the test cases, and the second step appends a state identification sequence to each transition tree sequence (i.e., test case) in order to check the state that was reached. Other similar techniques for state-based testing from finite state machines exist (e.g., the technique proposed by Lee and Yannakakis [33] ), but they all test the same sequences (from the tree) and only differ with respect to the sequence added for the state identification problem. In the context of class testing, the adaptation performed by Binder reuses the first step and assumes it is possible to directly check the state invariant, e.g., defining/using a particular method that verifies it and, thus, replaces the identification sequence with a call to a state invariant checking method. In other words, the implementation must have a trusted ability to report the resultant states [7] . Binder's adaptation is used during class unit testing when the statechart describes the behavior of a single class, or during cluster unit testing when the statechart describes the behavior of a cluster of classes (e.g., the statechart describes the behavior of a linked list, comprising classes LinkedList and Node). Note that, in order to apply Binder's adaptation, it is necessary to remove all concurrency or hierarchy in the statechart [9] , a process referred to as statechart flattening [7] .
Additional testing strategies have been defined for statecharts. Offutt and Abdurazik [36] provide definitions for the following three testing criteria: all transitions (requires the test set to cover every transition in the statechart), all transition pairs (the test set must contain every pair of adjacent transitions), and full-predicate that targets guard conditions on transitions (test cases must cause each clause in every guard condition to control the value of the guard and to drive it to true). More recently, Bogdanov and Holcombe [8] proposed a method to derive test sequences (based on the all transitions criteria) in the presence of hierarchical statecharts. Hong et al. [26] provide a way to derive extended finite state machines from statecharts to devise test criteria based on control and data flow analysis. Ball et al. [5] propose a test strategy for container classes that is based on randomly generating instances based on combinatorial algorithms that are specific to every data structure encapsulated in the class. But, the W-method and its extensions remain the mostly used and studied state-based technique for software testing as it is, in terms of cost, a compromise between simple, weak test criteria (e.g., all transitions) and expensive, strong ones (e.g., transition pairs), as shown in [10] .
Empirical studies have been conducted to study the costeffectiveness of testing strategies, in a white-box or structural context [20] , [21] , [41] , in a black-box or functional context [42] , or even for regression testing [24] . Like in the current paper, many of these works used mutation operators and fault seeding to study the cost-effectiveness of test strategies, and the number of test cases as a surrogate measure of cost.
More recently, a precise simulation and analysis procedure has been proposed and used to study the costeffectiveness of four statechart based coverage criteria [10] , namely, all-transitions, all-transition-pairs, full-predicate [36] , and round trip paths [7] . Case studies by Offutt et al. [37] showed that all-transitions is as effective as random testing but significantly cheaper. Full-predicate is as expensive as random testing but significantly more effective. Similar to the work in [10] , [36] , we also aim to analyze the cost effectiveness of state-based testing but focusing on different techniques and by performing experiments with human subjects instead of simply resorting to simulation.
BACKGROUND CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS
This section briefly introduces the test strategies we investigate in our experiments. Section 3.1 provides further details on round trip path testing whereas Section 3.2 reminds the reader about the well-known category partition black-box testing technique. Section 3.3 discusses alternatives for the implementation of oracles: precise oracles that check every attribute values or oracles that check state invariants. Section 3.4 then provides a brief description of the taxonomy of mutants seeded in the code under test.
Round-Trip Path Testing
In Binder's adaptation [7] of Chow's W-method [15] , the transition tree includes all the transition sequences that begin and end with the same state, as well as simple paths (i.e., sequences of transitions that contains only one iteration for any loop present in the statechart) from the initial state to the final state. Binder details a procedure based on a breadth-first traversal of the statechart for deriving the transition tree from a statechart. More precisely, during the traversal of the graph corresponding to the statechart, a tree node is considered terminal when the state it represents is already present anywhere in the tree or is the final state. It is worth noting that:
1. For guard conditions containing only logical and operators, only one transition is required in the tree. 2. Once guard conditions are transformed into the disjunctive normal form, i.e., so that it is composed of conjunctive expressions (disjuncts) combined using the or operator, a transition for each disjunct is required in the tree. Note that both a breadth-first and depth-first traversal is possible when constructing the transition tree, and that the obtained tree depends on the way one traverses the graph corresponding to the statechart. However, these transition trees are all equivalent in the sense that they enable the coverage of all the round trip paths in the statechart.
For many statecharts that model the behavior of nontrivial classes in real world systems, the number of paths could be too high (e.g., too expensive to execute given available resources). Therefore, we can define two alternative levels of testing:
1. First level: We simply refer to this level as round trip (RT) path coverage. Each guard condition is treated as a whole and only one corresponding transition is present in the tree. In other words, we only test one situation where the guard condition evaluates to true. 2. Second level: We strictly apply the definition above for RT. We refer to this as disjunct coverage (DC). Let us illustrate how RT and CP work using an example from one of our subject classes, namely, the class Name. To cover the path (8) that brings the object from the initial state to the PFQ state and then again to PFQ, methods Name(String) and append(Name) need to be invoked. It is worth noting, from Fig. 1 , that the guard condition of method append(Name) is in disjunctive normal form.
To cover path (8) , the RT strategy indicates that the path needs to be covered and this implies that at least one disjunct in the guard condition of append(Name) must be satisfied. To also achieve DC coverage, the other disjuncts also need to be satisfied in additional test cases. In this case where we only have two disjuncts, if the first disjunct has been satisfied during RT coverage, DC requires that path (8) must be exercised again, this time satisfying the second disjunct.
Category Partition
A common approach to generating test cases from functional specifications is to partition the input domain of the function/method being tested, and then to select an input for each class of the partition, according to the principle that all elements belonging to an equivalence class are interchangeable for testing purposes.
The Category Partition (CP) strategy [38] is the most well-known extension of input domain partitioning and can be thought of a sequence of two phases. The first phase aims at performing specification analysis, while the second one aims at generating tests. First, the specification is decomposed into functional units to be tested independently (e.g., system operations or class public operations, depending on the context of application). Second, parameters and environment conditions affecting the function's behavior are identified. Categories for such parameters and conditions are defined such that they trigger a different behavior of the functionality and are chosen to maximize the chances of finding errors. A category can be seen as a major property of the parameter or condition.
Then, each category is partitioned into a series of distinct choices, i.e., partition classes, including all the possible values for the category. The set of categories and choices constitute the test specification from which it is possible to derive the test frames, that is a template to derive test cases. Each test frame is composed of a set of choices from all the categories, where each category contributes with, at most, one choice.
Possible interaction among different choices belonging to different categories can be annotated in the test specification as constraints. A constraint indicates, for instance, that a choice belonging to a category cannot appear in the same test frame of another choice belonging to another category. This allows testers to reduce the number of possible test cases. A thorough example of how CP can be used to complement state-based testing is reported in [4] . 
Precise Oracles versus Oracles that Check State Invariants
One important issue in testing software systems is the development of test oracles that can automatically determine, within the test driver, whether a test case is successful or not. Developing such test oracles manually is difficult, expensive, and represents a major cost when writing test drivers. Furthermore, there is no general solution or methodology for their construction [43] , thus making them frequently complex and error-prone [6] , [7] . In our state-based testing context, the oracle has to check the states reached by the object which behavior is described by a statechart, at different moments during the execution of test cases, as well as any output it generates. As for checking states, a possible, systematic solution is to dump the value of all the class attributes and compare them to what is expected, i.e., to check the concrete state [7] . We refer to this kind of oracle as a precise oracle, as it corresponds to the most accurate verification possible.
In a state-based testing context, an alternative to precise oracles was proposed by Meyer [34] . It entails checking the state invariants of the states that are expected to be reached during the execution of the test cases, i.e., to check abstract states [7] . The objective is to reuse, during testing, the state invariants, as defined during the analysis or design of the state-based behavior. Not only does this allow one to reuse the state invariants which have already been defined during analysis or design, but checking abstract states is less expensive both during development and runtime than checking concrete states (less attribute values are checked). Additionally, there exist techniques to automatically instrument contracts (pre and postconditions for operations and class invariants), for instance described in OCL in the context of the UML, into program source code [12] . Such techniques can be easily adopted for state invariants.
To illustrate the difference between concrete and abstract states, let us suppose we are testing a class encapsulating an ordered set (one of the subject classes used in Section 4.1). Checking the abstract state of an object instance of the ordered set class simply involves checking in which state is the object (Empty, Partially Filled, Filled, Overflow). On the other hand, checking the concrete state entails checking the values of all class attributes which, in this example, are the actual values contained in the set, the set size, the number of resizing operations performed.
Mutant Analysis and Applied Mutant Operators
To investigate the effectiveness of testing strategies, we use mutation operators [17] to seed faults in the CUT. Mutation operators are syntactic variations that are applied in a systematic way to the program to create faulty versions that exhibit different behavior (Mutants). The idea behind the mutation-based evaluation of test techniques is to generate a set Q ¼ f 1 ; 2 ; . . . ; n g of programs similar to the program P to be tested, and then to execute each test suite T (generated according to test strategies) on both the original program P and 8 i 2 Q . The higher the number of mutants generating at least one failure across all test runs (we say, in that case, that the mutant has been "killed"), the more effective the testing strategy. A common measure of effectiveness is then the percentage of killed mutants referred to as the mutation score. One requirement is that the number of mutants generated must be sufficient for us to assess and compare testing strategies. An assumption behind mutant analysis is that mutants should be representative of possible faults in practice and that the resulting fault detection rate should therefore be an estimate of what to expect in practice. This of course raises all kinds of issues as, in practice, distribution of faults vary across environments and probably depend on human factors, systems, and application domains. Mutation operators, however, ensure that a systematic and varied sample of faults is generated. A discussion of related issues can be found in the work of Acree et al. [2] , Budd and Angluin [14] , and DeMillo [17] .
We chose to ensure that mutants are uniformly distributed in the source code, except when particular components/features require particular attention from an evaluation perspective (see, for example, Section 5.7). Finally, complete automation for generating mutant versions for a program is a desirable feature. But, it is currently not entirely feasible, due to the possibility of generating equivalent mutants, i.e., mutants that are semantically equivalent to the original program and that are thus impossible to kill by any test case.
In our experiments, mutants were seeded according to a set of mutation operators proposed by Kim et al. [28] , [29] (see Table 1 ), which has been initially used in their experiment [30] , and was the most complete set of mutation operators for Java at the time of writing. Some of these mutation operators are general and can apply to all imperative programming languages (e.g., the substitution of two operators). Others are specific to object-oriented languages (e.g., the removal of an overriding declaration) and others are even more specific and only apply to Java. Since those operators have been defined for Java, we had to adapt them to C++ (one of the subject classes is implemented in C++): This did not cause any difficulty as Java and C++ are very similar and the mutation operators we selected do not target language constructs that are specific to Java or C++. Last, note that additional mutation operators focusing on the inheritance relationship and polymorphism have also been proposed [3] . They were not used as only the third experiment involves a simple inheritance relationship between two classes and because they were published after our first experiment was planned. In order to perform a comparative study of results obtained for all subject classes, we needed to use the same mutation operators across the three experiments. Future work will look into using those mutation operators.
EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
This section describes and motivates the design of our experiment and discusses the threats to validity. Its structure follows the template provided by Wohlin et al. [44] , a well-known textbook on software engineering experimentation. We first define the purpose of the experiment and discuss the context in which it took place (Section 4.1). Section 4.2 reports on the experiment planning, specifying the hypotheses, independent and dependent variables, treatments, and the experiment design. Section 4.3 then outlines the preparation and execution of the experiment. Finally, Section 4.4 discusses threats to validity.
Experiment Definition and Context
The overall objective of the experiment, as stated in the introduction, is to provide an initial body of results that can serve as useful guidelines for people who work in organizations that develop object-oriented systems and have to plan and perform class or class cluster testing. This objective comprises the evaluation of: The first author of this paper was the instructor of the course. We performed our three experiments three years in a row in the context of the laboratory work associated with the abovementioned graduate classes. The three experiments involved testing both C++ and Java classes:
1. The first experiment was performed on a container class, handling ordered sets (OrdSet), which was part of a C++ software system, developed in an academic environment, and used for code analysis. 2. The second experiment was performed on a class from a Java open source Domain Name Server (DNS), named dnsjava [1] . Release 1.2.3 was used for the experiments. The class used was the class Name, a container class for handling DNS names. 3. The third experiment was performed on a hierarchy of two classes which are also coming from dnsjava: class NameSet, for handling sets of DNS names, and its subclass Cache for handling caches of DNS names. The classes to be tested have been extracted from working software systems. Although the class used in the first experiment (OrdSet) is quite simple and comes from an academic software system, the classes used in the last two experiments (Name, NameSet, and Cache) come from a real DNS system and exhibit complex statecharts and transition trees. The first two subject classes (OrdSet and Name) represent container classes. The classes used in the third experiment (NameSet and Cache) represent, instead, control classes [13] . The third experiment focuses on the application of state-based testing on a class hierarchy. Table 2 reports a number of relevant details about the three experiments. Additional information (CUT statechart and transition trees) can be found in [11] .
To be able to perform all the tasks at hand within time constraints (12 hours of lab work), students were randomly grouped into teams and student teams were asked to write test cases following the abovementioned strategies (the number of teams is reported in Table 2 ). For each experiment, the table reports the class size in LOC (lines of code), the number of class methods, the number of methods affecting the state of class instances, the number of states and transitions in the class statecharts, the number of paths in the transition trees to achieve RT (Level 1) coverage, and the number of additional paths to be covered for exercising all disjuncts and therefore achieve DC (Level 2) coverage. Note that for OrdSet, the same number of paths achieves Level 1 and Level 2 coverage.
For each experiment, mutants were created by seeding faults in the CUTs and test sets generated by the student teams were executed on them. The fault detection effectiveness was then computed with the two alternative oracles. Furthermore, we also investigated the cost-benefit of test strategies using surrogate measures for the cost of test cases/drivers development and execution. All these tasks were performed offline by the experimenters.
A total of 42 mutants for class OrdSet, 81 for class Name, 24 for class NameSet, and 25 for class Cache were seeded ( Table 3 ). The table also reports on the number of methods that were seeded with mutants, the average method size in classes (LOC), the corresponding amount of code in those methods, and the density of mutants seeded in those methods. 2 Their distribution is shown in Fig. 2 where we use the acronyms defined in Table 1 . Differences were simply due to the fact that mutant seeding is strongly driven by the characteristics of the code under test. The number of seeded mutants has to be sufficient so that differences among test techniques are likely to be visible and, from that perspective, the numbers above were deemed large enough. 3 It is also important to note that, to avoid any positive bias in the results, faults were seeded randomly 4 by one of the authors before the test specifications (transition trees, test frames) were specified by the other two authors. Those were only precautionary measures as there is no straightforward relationship between test specifications and mutants. Finally, fault locations were also selected to obtain fault frequencies that are roughly proportional to the size of mutated methods.
Moreover, in order to obtain unbiased results, only faults that cannot be detected by the compiler and that can possibly be found by running test cases were considered. If we take the example of the Access Modifier Changes (AMC) mutation operator [29] , where an access mode is changed with another one (e.g., from private to public), it is difficult to imagine how a test case can uncover such a fault through testing. We therefore did not use this particular mutation operator. Such faults should be addressed by systematic design and code reviews. As a result, only 14 of the 19 mutation operators in Table 1 After random mutant injection, we first manually verified the presence of equivalent mutants by analyzing the resulting source code. But, a few equivalent mutants remained undetected until we realized that no test case was able to kill them, thus warranting further analysis. Finally, we paid particular attention to mutate those methods to be subject to CP testing after RT testing. For such methods, which tend to be of high complexity, the number of seeded mutants was higher (see Section 5.7). 4. This was simply done by browsing through the code and identifying opportunities to seed mutants. Then, a subset was randomly selected. The mutants seeded were therefore driven by the characteristics of the code.
Experiment Planning

Context Selection
All the subjects were graduate students in software engineering with a previous 5-year laurea degree in computer science, computer engineering, or electronics engineering. Every year, these students are carefully selected from around 300 applicants based on their transcripts and experience. Students were very well versed in the programming languages used in the experiments (i.e., C++ and Java), they had studied UML, including the Object-Constraint Language [40] (OCL) in previous courses. Before the experiments, students attended courses on software testing with a particular focus on object-oriented testing.
Research Questions and Hypotheses Formulation
Based on the objectives stated in Section 4.1, we summarize the list of research questions to be investigated and, when hypothesis testing is relevant, the null hypothesis H 0 to be tested. We need a selection criterion and the underlying assumption here is that the higher the complexity, the more likely state-based techniques will miss some of the faults and CP will be required.
Variable Selection and Experiment Design
Our experiments can be considered one-factor, multitreatments [27] , [44] . The factor (or independent variable) is the combination of test strategies and oracle to be used. There are a priori eight possible treatments: RT, RT+CP, DC, DC+CP, with state invariant or precise oracles. However, we do not see RT+CP (with the two oracle strategies) as practically relevant treatments to study since if one wants to complement RT and has the resources to do so, DC should be achieved first (so that state-based testing would be completed) before considering CP. Additionally, DC+CP has to be used with precise oracles as functional, black-box testing would not work well with state invariant oracles as they most of the time do not affect the object state. Indeed, when applying CP no change of state is guaranteed, and we thus have to resort to precise oracles. This leads to five treatments: RT and DC combined with the two oracles strategies, and DC+CP combined with precise oracles only. Given the fact that the three testing strategies are applied sequentially, i.e., RT, DC, and then DC+CP (Section 4.3), that the tasks have been designed to fit in the time available, and no serious learning or fatigue effects are expected, the experiment design is quite simple: For each experiment, all five treatments are assigned to all subjects (i.e., to all teams of students). Data is collected offline for each treatment by running test cases developed by the subjects on mutant programs, capturing failures, and computing mutation scores. Students were randomly assigned to teams of three to four people each. For the three experiments, as reported in Table 2 , we were able to form 4, 9, and 5 teams, respectively. We gave the subjects a total of 12 hours, divided across 3 labs of 4 hours each, and held in three consecutive afternoons. Students were told they were evaluated based on the conformance of their work to the test strategies: They were also told not to exchange information about each others' work and they knew we would carefully compare their test drivers.
The tester skills, as well as the slight variability in the number of people composing each team, do not significantly affect the result of our experiment since we simply asked them to produce test cases according to the aforementioned test strategies, which they all managed to do. Additionally, as detailed in Section 4.3.1, we provided the teams with statecharts, transition trees, frames for CP, 5 and driver templates. In particular, the provided RT and DC driver templates contain invocations to methods of static classes that check whether the path followed was the correct one. The motivation was to make sure they would properly apply the techniques and limit the chances of a mistake. We also did not want individual abilities to affect the depth with which CP was applied as this was not the purpose of our investigation. Our work assumes that techniques are properly and fully applied. Recall that we are interested in the cost-effectiveness of the techniques when properly applied, rather than the ability of subjects to properly apply them. In order to ensure our assumptions were correct, test drivers were checked when delivered by the students and they were asked to correct them when not fully compliant with the test strategies.
Based on our research questions, the dependent variables to be measured in the experiments are:
1. The (cumulative) number of mutants killed when applying each test strategy. The purpose here is of course to measure a strategy's effectiveness at uncovering faults. 2. The number of test cases that testers need to write for each strategy. The number of test cases corresponds to the number of paths in the transition tree, the number of disjuncts in all guard conditions, and to the number of frames for RT, DC, and CP, respectively. This is a surrogate measure for the cost of test case preparation and execution. Though different test cases will of course take varying levels of effort to code and time to execute, the assumption is that overall the number of test cases will roughly be proportional to the amount of time needed to write the test drivers and run them. 3. The number of lines of code in the test drivers, for each test strategy and oracle combination. This is another surrogate measure for the cost of test case preparation and execution but it accounts for the differing costs of state invariant and precise oracles.
The latter are more costly and the corresponding code is larger. 4. The amount of CPU consumed by a test suite execution. This is another surrogate measure for the cost of test case execution that accounts for the differing costs of state invariant and precise oracles. Our assumption is that, if we manage to show consistent results for different size measures, then the credibility of our conclusions is strengthened. Note that test preparation effort is not considered in our experiment as no such data could be collected. As an attempt to quantify the relative cost-effectiveness of test strategies when applied sequentially, we measured the ratio between incremental numbers of mutants killed and incremental costs. More specifically, we look at three ratios, based on the three test cost measures discussed above in the points 2, 3 and 4: 
Operation
This section describes, in practical terms, the preparation and execution of the experiments.
Preparation
Right before the experiment, the system under test and the tasks to be performed were presented to the students. In particular, we briefly explained the main functionalities of the system (to help people understand the context), including a presentation of the classes under test, also showing some simple code making use of the class and methods to be tested. Then, we explained the class statechart and transition tree, including examples of OCL guard conditions. To provide operational insights on how to perform state-based testing, we showed some examples of partial test drivers (i.e., template code), carefully avoiding any reference to the CUT as this could have biased the results. Finally, the principles of CP testing were also restated to students by showing examples of test frames and test cases derived from them. The students were then provided with the following material before the experiment:
1. the material (slides, examples) used to prepare the experiment; 2. the source code of the CUT; 3. HTML documentation of the CUT; 4. static classes for printing the current state of an object according to the two different oracle strategies, as mentioned in Section 3.3; 5. the class diagram, statecharts, transition trees, OCL state invariants and guard conditions of the CUT; 6. the test frames for the methods on which to perform CP.
Note that the subjects were not given mutant programs and were, therefore, not aware of the faults their test drivers were intended to detect.
Execution
Subjects were asked to apply the testing strategies in a specific order, that is, first RT, then DC, and last DC+CP for the experiments where we considered that they would have enough time to complete this last task given time constraints (Table 4 ). Given our research questions (Section 4.2.2), we must execute the techniques in that specific order. When producing test drivers, students were also asked to distinguish drivers that implement precise oracles from drivers based on state invariants. Note from Table 4 that they were not asked to apply both oracle strategies in all experiments. As a result, we only have observations for all five treatments for classes Name and NameSet. The reason is that we did not consider they would have enough time to perform everything for OrdSet and Cache given the laboratory time constraints.
Once all test drivers were developed by the student teams, we collected them and, after a careful inspection to verify their correctness, we ran them using an automatic script that, for each treatment (i.e., combination of testing technique and oracle approach):
1. retrieves the list of test drivers to be executed; 2. executes each driver (i.e., test cases) over the original version of the class(es), recording the output to be used to reveal failures when executing mutants; 3. executes each driver over each mutant version. Each time the output produced (which differs depending on the oracle) does not correspond to that of the original version, the mutant is considered killed (the diff UNIX utility was used for that purpose). Note that in the case of classes NameSet and Cache (Cache being a subclass of NameSet), since a parent class is unit tested before its child classes [25] , the mutation score of test sets executed on Cache accounts for mutants seeded in inherited methods from NameSet but not killed during NameSet unit testing.
For test drivers related to the RT strategy, a method of a static class (provided to test teams) is invoked after each state transition has been triggered. According to the type of oracle chosen (Section 3.3), such a method returns a string identifying the current state of the class (state invariant oracle) or the values of all the class attributes (precise oracle).
(Note that in the latter case, since the subject classes do not produce outputs, the precise oracles in our case only check attribute values.) This string is then printed while executing the driver. We asked students (showing them an example) to develop test drivers according to this format, and to verify that, on the correct version of the software system, the path to be covered on the transition tree was correctly followed. For CP testing, after the method under test is invoked with parameters and environment settings satisfying the corresponding test frame, the driver invokes a method of a static class that, similarly to what is done for the RT strategy, outputs the values of all class attributes.
Test case execution time was measured using the time Unix utility, that measures the CPU user time of a Unix process. Measures were made on a Dell Inspiron 5150 with a 3 GHz Intel Pentium IV, 512 Mbytes of Ram and Linux Mandrake 9.2.
Threats to Validity
We briefly summarize below what are the threats to validity in our experiments [44] .
Conclusion Validity
Conclusion validity is related to our ability to determine whether there is a relationship between the test strategies and fault detection effectiveness. It is closely related to the concept of statistical power and can be improved by a good measurement reliability and treatment implementation [39] . With respect to the latter, we provided the participants with all the material to ensure they would properly apply testing strategies and we subsequently checked they did so. Recall that, due to the time required for the tasks and the time constraints which are typical to such controlled experiments, we had to group participants in teams. This, however, reduces the number of observations we have to work with though it helps us ensure the completion of the tasks. As a result, our statistical power is rather limited and we chose to work at a level of significance ¼ 0:05.
For CP, there may be a validity problem, since the strategy was not extensively applied to all methods (and not applied at all for the first experiment). We tried to limit the problem by 1) applying CP where we believe it was more useful, i.e., on methods exhibiting higher cyclomatic complexity (results shown in Sections 5.7 and 5.8 support such a conjecture) and 2) analyzing the potential effectiveness (see Section 5.8) of an extensive application of CP.
Internal Validity
Internal validity is related to the risk of having confounding factors to cause the effect being observed, as opposed to the treatments. Each of our three experiments were performed with different teams of students, so we do not have learning or fatigue effects taking place from one experiment to the next. Within each experiment, we made sure everybody had enough time to perform the tasks properly by trying them ourselves beforehand. Based on our observations, as we were monitoring the labs, all the teams had enough time to complete their tasks properly.
Students were only graded based on the proper application of the test techniques. Recall that they did not know the effectiveness of their test cases would be evaluated and were not aware of which faults were seeded. Interteam collaboration was prevented through monitoring the lab, though considering the maturity and quality of these graduate students, this did not turn out to be a problem.
The three experiments took place in similar lab settings, following similar steps, though their objectives, as described in Section 4.1, were slightly different and complementary.
Construct Validity
Construct validity is related to the validity of our measurement ("constructs"), especially when we use surrogate measures for attributes that are difficult or impossible to measure directly.
We use mutation scores as a measure of fault detection effectiveness. One well-known issue from mutation testing is whether mutants are representative of real faults [17] . A number of papers discuss this issue [16] , [29] , [31] . But, in any case, the distribution of real faults is likely to vary from one environment to another and at least mutation operators ensure that a wide variety of faults are considered. Mutation operators tend to introduce "small" faults but the assumption is that this can only produce conservative results as larger faults would be easier to detect for the testing techniques being evaluated [17] , [35] . Furthermore, mutants were randomly seeded before any test case was defined or run and were not known to the student teams.
Another issue is related to our surrogate measures for test preparation effort and execution time. Since our experiment did not take place in a real testing environment and since we provided material to the student teams, it was not possible for us to measure preparation effort in any realistic manner. The number of test cases or the size of test drivers should be a good surrogate measure as code size has shown to be proportional to effort in numerous studies [19] . Using two different size measures should decrease the chances of accidentally getting spurious or biased results which may result from using surrogate measures.
Although the number of mutants killed after a given strategy also depends on the performance of the previous strategies (e.g., the number of mutants killed after CP also depends on the number of mutants killed with DC), the three strategies are to be used sequentially, as DC implies RT, and CP is used as a complement to state-based testing, which remains the basic strategy for complex classes with a state-based behavior.
External Validity
As usual, the biggest threats when performing controlled experiments with students are related to external validity.
In our experiments, however, the problem was alleviated as follows:
1. As previously mentioned, participants were all carefully selected graduate students who had performed internships with the companies who sponsored their degree, and some of them had additional experience as software developers. 2. Participants were given enough material and training to ensure their tasks would be properly performed. The classes used in our experiments are representative of classes one can find in real systems, both in terms of size and type. The corresponding statecharts are rather complex especially if we consider the complexity of guard conditions and the number of paths in the transition trees (Table 2) , when compared to the statecharts we have encountered in many designs, and the resulting test drivers are definitely not trivial as shown by their size. However, we do not know if our results were to remain realistic if one were to use statecharts to model larger components (e.g., subsystems) and test them. We would expect that in those cases statecharts would be an even more abstract representation of the code, thus reenforcing the results presented in the next section. But this conjecture remains to be investigated.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the first section, we report on the mutation scores of the three experiments for the round trip strategy (Section 5.1). Second, we investigate the differences in results when using state invariant assertions or more precise test oracles (Section 5.2). In a subsequent step, we perform an analysis to determine the practical gains of more demanding test strategies (Section 5.3): gain of DC over RT and gain of DC+CP over DC. The variability of results across teams is then analyzed in order to determine plausible causes (Section 5.4). Mutants that appear difficult to kill are carefully investigated to better understand the limitations of the investigated test techniques (Section 5.5). In Section 5.6, we analyze the cost-effectiveness of those test techniques so that we can assess the gains in light of additional costs. We then try to investigate how method cyclomatic complexity can help explain some of our results and whether it can help guide and focus the application of CP testing in the context of state-based testing (Section 5.7). Last, we attempt to predict what would have been the results if we had had the time to apply CP more broadly, in a more systematic manner (Section 5.8). Note that, when reporting statistical results, every significant p-value (i.e., lower than ¼ 0:05) is written in bold face. Table 5 and Table 6 report the mutation score for each team, for all three experiments, using the RT and DC strategies, respectively, both with a precise oracle. These are the only treatments that were consistently applied throughout all three experiments (Table 4 ) and these results provide insights into what would be the best mutation scores one could hope to obtain with the best oracle possible. Note that, for class OrdSet, the results are identical in the two tables as there were no disjunctive guard conditions in the statechart (Table 2 ) and, thus, the DC strategy was automatically satisfied after covering all paths in the transition tree. To avoid any misinterpretation, recall that these results were obtained from different experiments and, thus, figures in the same column do not belong to the same test teams (except for the last two rows, which are both related to the third experiment). Both tables show some variability in mutation score averages, ranging from 66 percent to 86 percent for RT and 71 percent to 90 percent for DC. Results obtained for class Cache were significantly lower and, as further discussed in Section 5.5, many of the undiscovered mutants could only be killed by a black-box technique such as CP. To keep things simple, there is, for class Cache, a higher chance of not fully covering the code when testing based on its statechart. In general, results show that, even for classes whose behavior is carefully modeled by a statechart, statebased testing kills a significant proportion of mutants but there is significant room for improvement. In most contexts, such detection rates are likely not to be satisfactory during class (cluster) testing as it would lead to a high number of faults slipping to integration and system testing.
Mutation Scores of the RT and DC Coverage Strategies
Comparison between Precise Oracle and State Invariants
The results above are obtained when using the best oracle possible. Those oracles, as discussed in Section 3.3, tend to be expensive and it was suggested that state invariant assertions could be used. This section investigates the impact of adopting such assertions as oracles. The variability graph shown in Fig. 3 highlights the differences in results when using state invariant assertions and precise oracles after performing DC testing: boundaries indicate the maximum and minimum values, the middle line the average value, and the dots are observations. These results are not available for experiment 1 (i.e., OrdSet class) since only a precise oracle was used in that case (Table 4) . Fig. 3 clearly shows a mutation score improvement when using a precise oracle. However, results obtained for class Cache warrant further investigation: When using state invariants, all the teams obtained the exact same results whereas there was some variance when using a precise oracle. Recall that mutants are killed with the state invariant assertions when, if executing a test case on a mutant version of the system, the sequence of reached states is different from the sequence obtained when executing the test case on the original system. In that particular case, the test cases written by different teams yielded, when executing mutants, the same sequence of wrong states and, thus, the same set of mutants was killed. However, when using a precise oracle, only some test cases yielded, for some mutants, a different behavior than the one expected by the oracle. This resulted in some teams killing more mutants than others.
To obtain statistical evidence of the difference between the two oracles, we performed a one-tailed Wilcoxon paired test [18] , a nonparametric test comparing each team's mutation score for the two oracles. The test is one-tailed as the precise oracle can only perform better than the state invariant one. This test was performed for RT, DC, and DC+CP. 6 Results are reported in Table 7 , for the three classes where both oracle strategies are used, and clearly show that differences are statistically significant and are unlikely to be due to chance.
Note, however, that Table 7 shows an exception: NameSet. It turns out that DC enables the detection of most mutants that remained undetected with RT, even with invariant assertions. After investigation, it is plausible that because NameSet is a much simpler class than Name (i.e., its behavior is fully captured by its statechart), it is then easier for DC to kill most of the remaining live mutants. As 
The Impact of Disjunctive Coverage and Category Partition Testing
This section focuses, for the classes tested in experiments 2 and 3, on the benefits of using the DC and CP strategies when RT, DC, and CP are applied in a sequence. Our goal is to look at the relative, additional benefit of applying additional test cases as we use additional techniques. Though, due to time constraints, CP was performed on only one method in class Name and class NameSet, our analysis will nevertheless show how CP is able to kill a significant number of mutants not discovered by other strategies. In a complementary analysis, Section 5.8 will show how we attempted to generalize our analysis to the entire classes. To investigate the impact of CP, we proceeded as follows:
1. For the three classes, CP was applied on the method having the highest cyclomatic complexity. 2. A higher number of mutants was seeded (see Section 5.7) in those methods so as to obtain more precise estimates of increases in mutation scores. Fig. 4a suggests that, for class Name, when considering all teams together and regardless of the invariant, each test technique in the sequence yields a significant increase in mutation scores. It is also clearly visible that RT alone yields very variable results and this suggests that, in practice, it would be difficult to accurately predict what the outcome of using RT alone would yield as mutation score. Fig. 4b looks at the cumulative mutation scores obtained for each team individually when testing Name and using state invariant oracles. Team 9 performed significantly better when using RT, but mutation scores in all teams subsequently converge when applying DC. A detailed analysis of the test cases shows that the different disjuncts selected by team 9-when following RT-allowed them to kill a higher percentage of mutants. However, those disjuncts were subsequently exercised by test cases developed by other teams when applying DC thus yielding similar scores for all teams. This (arbitrary) choice of disjuncts, therefore, explains the high variability in mutation scores for RT in Fig. 4a . Fig. 4b also shows that team 4, while performing slightly better than others (except team 9) with respect to RT, obtained no benefits from DC. As for team 9, higher scores were due to specific disjuncts selected for RT. However, there was no score improvement due to DC for team 4. As confirmed from a manual inspection of the test cases, the low mutation scores are due to the choice of inputs leading to weak code coverage. Though Fig. 4b was obtained with Fig. 5 shows cumulative mutation scores obtained for classes NameSet and Cache. These results show differences with those of Name.
DC did not yield a significant improvement,
especially when using state invariants. This may be in part explained by the fact that DC represents a smaller increase in test cases for NameSet (+44 percent) and Cache (+40 percent) than for Name (+68 percent), due to a lower number of disjuncts in guard conditions. This may also be due to choices of inputs leading to weak code coverage, as previously observed. 2. There is a high variability in scores across teams when using CP. Such results are mainly driven by the choice of representative inputs by the testers and can probably be explained as follows: Because the percentage of live mutants after DC is overall larger than for class Name, there is more room for variation in scores when applying CP.
3.
After applying CP to NameSet, we can observe that cumulative mutation scores are similar for state invariant and precise oracles. Again, this may be due to the relative simplicity of this class ( Table 2 shows that NameSet is simpler than Name and Cache).
Simpler classes may not require a precise oracle. In other words, if most of their behavior is modeled by the statechart, using the state invariant oracle is enough to catch failures. Point 3 above warrants further investigation. Most of the live mutants after DC when using state invariants were subsequently uncovered using CP. This can lead, at least for this particular subject class, to the following conclusions:
1. Mutants that affect state transitions and, in general, the sequence of states followed when executing the test cases, can be discovered applying DC and state invariant oracles. The class being relatively simple, most of its behavior is well explained by the statechart, and thus using the state invariant oracle is sufficient to detect failures. 2. The remaining mutants can only be killed using a more precise oracle or, alternatively, by performing CP, as they do not affect the state transition behavior of the class instances. Results obtained for class Cache (Fig. 5b) , when compared to NameSet, show similar scores and variability for RT, DC, with precise oracles. Again, DC did not bring significant benefits when used on top of RT. But, when using state invariants, the mutation score is significantly lower than that of NameSet, there is a much larger difference with the scores of precise oracles, and there is no variability across teams. These results can be explained as follows:
1. Even if there are 15 disjunctive conditions to be covered (Table 2) , half of them (8) correspond to statements that belong to methods inherited from NameSet. Thus, as this class is already tested when Cache is under test, we do not expect a significant improvement in mutation score as most mutants in inherited methods were already killed. 2. When applying RT and disjunctive conditions are present, the same disjunct was selected by all teams, as it was the most common situation one would expect to encounter and, thus, yielded the same results. 3. Mutation scores for DC with state invariant oracles did not improve over RT because mutants did not generate differences in the state transitions resulting from test executions, but only exhibited a different concrete state (e.g., different values stored into the class data structures). Such differences could only be detected by using a precise oracle. This also explains the variability observed with precise oracles as the differences in concrete states are driven by the inputs selected by the testers. To obtain statistical evidence that the mutation score improvements, we observed are significant in the figures above, we performed a one-tailed Mann-Whitney paired test [18] comparing in a pairwise manner, the scores of each team (Table 8 ). More precisely, this nonparametric test is used to compare:
1. the number of mutants killed with RT versus the number of mutants killed with DC; and 2. the number of mutants killed with DC versus the number of mutants killed with DC+CP. Table 8 shows the p-values resulting from comparing mutation scores and the median values (for all student teams) for each of the techniques compared (e.g., 45 versus 59 mutants killed for RT and DC on Name, respectively). The former tells us about the statistical significance of the difference whereas the latter can help us assess its practical significance, i.e., whether the difference would be worth noting in practice. Results highlight that, for class Name, there is always a statistically significant score improvement from RT to DC and from DC to DC+CP for both types of invariants. For NameSet, covering DC did not significantly help, whereas CP, though it was only partially applied (on only one method), significantly improves scores when using state invariant oracles (p-value = 0.02). This is due to the smaller number of mutants killed with DC in this case, which left a large number of live mutants for CP to kill. Finally, for class Cache, DC did not help increase scores for both types of invariants. The conclusions we drew above from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are thus confirmed by statistical testing.
The general conclusions we can draw from the above analysis is that applying DC and CP in a sequence, after RT, can help improve mutation scores (from 6 to 31 percent for DC except, as explained above, for class NameSet and Cache using a state invariant oracle, and from 5 to 20 percent for CP) and, therefore, fault detection rates. However, we expect the gain for DC to depend on the complexity of the class under test in terms of disjunctive conditions and input values to be chosen by the tester.
Consistency Across Teams
In this section, we compare teams in order to determine whether 1) the relative mutation scores of state invariants and precise oracles are approximately the same across teams and 2) the mutation scores of a given test strategy and oracle combination are approximately the same across teams. The former question can give us an indication on whether the relative effectiveness of the two invariants depends on team/individual factors, for each test strategy. In a similar way, the latter question tells us whether the effectiveness of a specific test strategy/oracle combination depends on team/human factors.
We use proportion tests [18] to investigate the two above questions. Given two vectors a and b of n elements, where n is the number of teams to be considered, the null hypothesis H 0 is that the n teams have the same proportions respectively. For question 2, they represent the number of mutants killed with different oracles or strategies and the total number of mutants, respectively.
As highlighted in Table 9 , which reports p-value results for question 1, the null hypothesis was not rejected for all the strategies, except for RT on class Name. This means that the mutation score ratio when using state invariants and precise oracles were significantly different only for RT on class Name (otherwise, results are consistent across teams). This exception is due to team 4 who had a significantly lower score than other teams after using RT with state invariant oracles but the difference was not significant when using a precise oracle. This just confirms that the scores obtained with RT can be inherently variable in the presence of disjunctive conditions as possibly arbitrary choices of disjuncts need to be made and that a precise oracle can help attenuate differences in scores across disjuncts.
In Table 10 , where question 2 is addressed, the null hypothesis was not rejected, except again when using RT on class Name. This exception is due to team 9 as illustrated in the table: if we do not consider data from team 9, then the null hypothesis is not rejected for RT on class Name. Recall that team 9 covered different disjuncts than other teams, which allowed this team to kill a higher number of mutants (Fig. 4b) . This further confirms that RT is bound to be more variable in mutation scores as it depends on human choices regarding the selection of disjuncts. For simpler classes exhibiting no or few disjuncts in their statecharts (such as NameSet and Cache), this is however not a problem.
Qualitative Analysis of Mutants
Through a systematic qualitative analysis of mutants, we seek to confirm whether some mutants can only be killed by using a precise oracle when state-based testing is performed and, if mutants are still alive after using precise oracles, whether CP would likely kill them. The goal is to ensure that the quantitative results we observe are really due to the need to use precise oracles or black-box testing. Such analyses, despite their inherent subjectivity, bring qualitative insights into our results and help explain them in a more precise manner.
We first use, as examples, two mutants from the OrdSet class, as they are more intuitive and easier to explain. They are representative examples of the mutants we found that required CP to have a reasonable chance to be detected. The reader is referred to Table 11 for a complete reporting of the number of mutants in that category for each subject class. Let us start with mutant A (VRO) that was missed by all the test teams. This particular mutant was seeded in the operator "-(OrdSet& s1, Ordset& s2)" that computes the difference set between two ordered sets s1 and s2 (Fig. 6) . The maximum size of the difference set is the size of s1. Due to the mutation, it is wrongly initialized with the size of s2. So, a failure can only occur if the real difference set is larger than the size of s2. None of the team's test cases initialized s1 and s2 that way and they were, as a consequence, not able to kill the mutant.
As for mutant A, mutant B (LCO) was also seeded in the "-" operator and was found by only one team. The mutation in this case consisted in setting a loop iterator to 1 instead of 0 (Fig. 6 ). That particular loop searches for elements in s1 that are not part of s2. So, a failure can only be detected if the first element in s1 is part of the difference with s2. Table 11 shows the number of mutants that belong, for each subject class, to the two categories mentioned above (i.e., do we have to resort to a precise oracle or CP to kill them?). Percentages within brackets show the relative increase that these absolute numbers represent. The baselines used to compute these incremental percentages are RT+DC with state invariant oracles and RT+DC with precise oracles in the first and second rows, respectively. Recall that for OrdSet only precise oracles were used. We see that a significant though variable percentage of mutants require precise oracles for failures to be detected and another significant percentage requires CP to have a reasonable chance to be killed. This clearly supports our quantitative results. State-based testing alone is unlikely to be sufficient and there is a penalty to pay for using state invariant assertions as oracles. The very high percentage of mutants requiring precise oracle for class Cache confirms what was explained in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
Cost-Effectiveness Analysis
Recall from Section 4.2.3 that we measured three ratios based on surrogate measures of the effort to develop test cases and the cost of test suite execution: the average incremental number of mutants killed over 1) the incremental number of test cases executed (ratio R1), 2) the average incremental execution time (ratio R2), and 3) the average incremental number of LOC (ratio R3). All the raw data concerning those ratios is provided in Table 12 for class Name, and the corresponding graphs are provided in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7 shows how the three ratios change with different test and oracle strategies for class Name. The X-axes are our three measures of cost whereas the Y-axis is the number of mutants killed. When testing the class Name using state invariant oracles, all ratios show a decrease in costeffectiveness, i.e., ratios get smaller from one technique to the next. Similar trends can be observed for precise oracles. When using a precise oracle, if we compare the ratios with the ones we obtain for state invariants, the ratios increase for RT (e.g., from 1.65 to 2.13 for R1) and DC (e.g., from 0.68 to 0.70) but decrease for CP (e.g., from 0.28 to 0.10). This means that, when using precise oracles, RT and DC kill mutants that, when using state invariants, were only killed by CP. Precise oracles compensate, to some extent, when CP is not being used. Another interesting result from Figs. 7b and 7c is the difference in cost (LOC) between state invariants and precise oracles. We clearly see that, as suspected, precise oracles clearly represent a significant, additional preparation and execution costs that must be justified by greater fault detection rates.
For class NameSet, we also observe a decrease from RT to DC, though the decrease is larger than the one observed for Name (e.g., R1 decreases from 1.91 to 0.05 when using state invariants, and from 2.04 to 0.10 when using precise oracles). An important difference from Name though is that we now observe a substantial increase from DC to CP (e.g., from 0.05 to 0.46 when using state invariants and from 0.10 to 0.29 when using precise oracles, for R1). This is due to the fact that NameSet's statechart has less disjuncts than Name's. As a consequence, DC does not kill the live mutants remaining after RT, and those mutants are only killed when applying DC+CP.
We can observe that the state invariant and precise oracle curves are very similar (Fig. 8) , confirming that, as discussed in Section 5.2, most of NameSet's behavior is captured by the class statechart. We can also see another indication that NameSet is simpler to test than Name (Table 13) as the cost of all three testing strategies, in terms of test cases, driver's LOC, and execution time, is much lower. One difference is the variation in LOC between state invariants and precise oracles is much more important: Indeed, NameSet acts as a container of Name instances and checking its concrete state (i.e., using the precise oracle) involves checking those instances' attributes values. Results for class Cache are very similar to those of NameSet and can be found in [11] .
Overall, the results in this section are consistent across experiments. The return on investment, or cost-effectiveness, tends to decrease as we apply DC and CP on top of RT. This tends to be particularly true when classes are simpler, that is when they contain less disjunctive conditions in their statecharts and implement methods with lower complexity. But, nevertheless a significant number of additional faults are detected when DC and CP are applied. It is therefore a matter of engineering judgment, based on the class statechart guard conditions and the class complexity and criticality, to decide whether to apply DC and CP in addition to RT. Studies such as the ones presented here are a starting point to help define practical guidelines. For example, based on resources available, thresholds may be defined so that the DC and CP criteria may only be applied to classes with a high number of disjunctive conditions and methods of high cyclomatic complexity (or any other equivalent measure of control flow complexity). This latter Fig. 9 . Percentage of mutants killed using DC, by at least a team versus cyclomatic complexity of methods.
point warrants further investigation and this is the focus of the next section.
Relationship between State-Based Testing Effectiveness and Method Cyclomatic Complexity
As discussed in previous sections, results suggest it can be interesting to complement state-based testing with blackbox testing such as CP. As discussed in Section 4.2.2, our conjecture was that those methods having a higher control flow complexity would more likely require focused blackbox testing in addition to state-based class testing.
To investigate this matter further, we compute, for each method of the classes under test, the percentage of mutants that were killed by at least one team when using DC with a precise oracle. This indicates the likelihood for a mutant, located in a method of a given complexity level, of being killed by state-based testing. We then plot these percentages on the Y-axis in Fig. 9 whereas the X-axis represents a common measure of control flow complexity for the method: cyclomatic complexity [6] , denoted V(g). Results show that, in general, the percentage of killed mutants decreases when the cyclomatic complexity increases. One exception to this trend is Ordset and this can be explained as follows: It is a very simple class for which the behavior is fully and precisely described by its statechart, i.e., there is a direct mapping between the control flow and the statechart behavior. This is confirmed by the much higher mutation scores obtained after RT for this particular class. Furthermore, class Ordset plot in Fig. 9 starts with a mutation score of 100 percent that then decreases to 80 percent and finally rises again to 100 percent. This is due to one mutant (mutant A discussed in Section 5.5 and shown in Fig. 6 ) that was missed by all the test teams and since the number of mutant seeded in Ordset is smaller than for other classes, this results in a 20 percent decrease but cannot be considered a significant difference.
In our experiments, due to time constraints, we asked students to perform CP on selected methods among those with highest cyclomatic complexity. More specifically, we asked students to complement state-based testing with CP for two methods, belonging to class Name and NameSet, respectively. Mutation score improvements are shown in Table 14 and clearly indicate that CP is effective on high-complexity methods, even after applying DC. Note that, in order to be able to draw conclusions, we seeded those two methods with high numbers of faults: Classes Name and NameSet were seeded with 81 and 24 faults, respectively (Table 3) , and 12 and 5 of them were seeded in those two methods, respectively (Table 14) .
How Complete Category Partition Could Have Helped
As discussed above, CP was only applied to two methods. If enough time had been available during our experiments, it would have been interesting to estimate the impact of a complete application of CP on all the methods, or on methods having, at least, a cyclomatic complexity higher than a set threshold. We therefore investigated which mutants could have been killed if CP had been more systematically applied, in particular on methods having a high cyclomatic complexity. For such methods, we developed test frames and checked whether the resulting test cases would have killed the remaining live mutants. Though developing test frames is based on expertise and knowledge of the individual developing them, we specified complete test frames (and input values) that can be seen as yielding an effectiveness upper-bound for the CP testing of the selected methods. Fig. 10 reports, for classes OrdSet, Name, NameSet, and Cache what could have been the overall mutation score when performing CP on all methods having in turn a cyclomatic complexity larger than 2 and 4. (Note that for classes NameSet and Cache, no method has a cyclomatic complexity larger than 4.) Observations in Fig. 10 represent potential team mutation scores as estimated by our analysis whereas lines represent the overall team medians. Those V(g) thresholds are arbitrary and will depend in practice on the method complexities of the class(es) under test as well as the available test budget. Nevertheless, in the subject classes, all figures show that CP helps kill a significant number of additional mutants but that using a threshold of V(g) = 2 or 4 makes little difference (and no difference for Cache).
Based on a careful analysis of mutants and CP test frames, we can determine that CP applied to class OrdSet is able to kill all the remaining live mutants, except one (mutant A in Section 5.5). To look at cost-effectiveness of complete CP, it suffices here to consider the number of test cases as a surrogate cost measure as we are not concerned here with the costs of different oracles. (Results for LOCs and execution times are similar and will not be presented.) The results in Fig. 11 are obtained assuming that CP is systematically applied to all methods where V(g) > 4. The resulting additional cost is to develop 82 test cases (frames) for a gain of four additional mutants killed (Fig. 11a) .
We expect class Name to also require additional CP testing as two of its methods show high complexity but have not been tested with CP: compact (V(g) = 5) and fromDNAME (V(g) = 3). Fig. 11b shows that CP enables the detection of six additional mutants at the expense of 36 test cases. Results are similar to those of OrdSet as we also see here a decrease in the cost-effectiveness of test cases for CP.
In Figs. 11c and 11d , for classes NameSet and Cache, we see that DC is less cost-effective than for Name and as a result, CP is more cost-effective. The graph for class Cache shows two curves: One includes reused test cases (from NameSet, its parent class), whereas the other does not account for them, thus showing an increased costeffectiveness. Overall we can conclude that though CP entails significant additional cost, it is definitely helpful in detecting a significant number of additional faults. Overall, the cost-effectiveness for CP is lower than for RT and DC (based on comparing ratios). But, this is to be expected as it is used last when the mutants that are most difficult to kill are left to detect. Furthermore, considering we obtain significant gains (relative increases in mutation scores are: 11 percent, 8 percent, 11 percent, 128 percent) for, if we except one case (OrdSet), a reasonable additional cost (relative increases in test cases are: 315 percent, 76 percent, 54 percent, 52 percent), it seems practical to use complexity measurement to decide where to apply CP. Complete data can be found in Table 15 , where we report mutation score averages (across teams) and cost (in terms of number of test cases and LOC) after applying DC (i.e., we add test cases required for both RT and DC and the respective number of mutants they kill) and DC + full CP. It is noteworthy that using LOC as surrogate cost measure yields the same results and lead to the same conclusions.
LESSONS LEARNED
This section reflects on the lessons learned from the abovementioned experiments. We focus on what is particularly important when experimenting with test techniques and we try to discuss issues that will likely be encountered by other researchers in empirical testing research.
First, to assess the fault detection effectiveness of test techniques we need to work with known faults for the component under test. But, when dealing with actual development faults, we often do not have enough faults to be able to draw statistical conclusions from our analyses. Recall in the above experiments that we used several dozens seeded faults per class so that we had a reasonable chance of observing differences across techniques. Mutation operators are then often utilized to seed large numbers of faults and create mutant programs [17] . The question that arises is then whether the results we obtain with mutants would be comparable to the ones with real development faults. This is a difficult question as the profile of fault distributions varies a great deal across development environments and there is probably no such thing as a universal fault population. This means that, even if we had enough actual development faults, the results we would obtain would not be necessarily more generalizable. And despite the drawbacks of using mutation operators there are also advantages. First, they allow us to seed large numbers of faults, as mentioned above. Second, this also implies that we are then more likely to seed a wide variety of faults. Last, mutation faults are low-level faults and there is not an obvious relationship with testing techniques, except perhaps for white-box testing such as control and data flow coverage. It is therefore hard to seed faults that would bias results one way or another when assessing techniques based on a model representation of the CUT, e.g., statechart.
Because we seed a wide variety of faults, analyzing live mutants (i.e., the reason why faults remained undetected) becomes a very interesting exercise. For example, in our first experiment, through such an analysis we were able to determine that some degree of black-box testing was probably missing. Through such analyses we are then able to determine types of faults that will be hard to detect. We can then decide, in a given environment, if such faults would be common enough to justify complementary testing or the refinement of a technique. To summarize, quantitative analysis of test experiments is not enough to fully exploit the results of an experiment. Systematic qualitative analysis is key and we need to learn how to perform and report it in a rigorous manner.
Another important practical issue when planning a testing experiment is related to the fact that when assessing a test technique, we need to ensure that by the time the experiment completes, the test technique has been fully and properly applied. In other words, if a coverage criterion is involved, we need to make sure we achieve 100 percent coverage if we want the cost-effectiveness results to be usable. In the context of controlled experiments, with usually strictly limited time, this means the tasks have to be carefully defined and that the right balance has to be struck between the complexity of the tasks and the number of tasks to be studied.
When assessing a testing technique a clear choice has to be made as to the conditions under which the technique is being investigated. Are we investigating it under ideal conditions where no mistakes are committed on the part of testers, assuming they have full technical competence? Or, are we trying to account for human factors and evaluate a technique under "representative" conditions, with imperfect tools and training? The latter is difficult as what "representative" means will again depend on the specifics of the development environment. It is likely that controlled experiments will focus on assessing the upper-bound costeffectiveness under ideal conditions, whereas additional field studies, in various organizations, will then be necessary to account for human factors. However, even in controlled, academic settings, human factors will play a role and create a certain level of indeterminism in the resulting cost-effectiveness. For example, in the techniques investigated in this paper, the testers still have to decide on the input parameters of the methods called by the test drivers. This is why it is necessary, in order to grasp some of that statistical variation, to experiment with several teams of testers.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper investigates, in controlled experiment settings, the effectiveness of state-based testing for classes or class clusters modeled with statecharts. The practical importance of this research stems from the common use of statecharts to model complex components in object-oriented software. Such modeling is recommended by most methodologies [13] , [23] and leads to the use of good design practices such as the state design pattern [22] .
Our results show that the most referenced and used state-based test technique (roundtrip (RT) path testing [7] , an adaptation of the well-know W-method [15] ) is not likely to be sufficient in most situations as significant numbers of faults remain undetected (from 10 percent to 34 percent, on average across subject classes). This is especially true when using a weaker form of RT where, when guard conditions show several disjuncts, only one of them is exercised.
To address this issue we investigated whether a functional testing technique could be used in combination with state-based testing in order to achieve significantly better results with respect to fault detection. Based on a careful analysis of undetected faults, our assumption was that it might be useful to complement state-dependent techniques because the class behavior is typically not fully captured by statecharts. Because this is by far the most commonly used black-box technique, we decided to determine whether category partition (CP) testing could be used in addition to RT testing. CP testing can be used to test methods in isolation, as opposed to sequences of method executions like state-based testing. It is however not suitable to use CP alone to test complex classes with statedependent behavior, as discussed in [32] .
The question is then to decide which subset of methods to apply this technique to as resources are not usually available to apply CP to all methods. We decided to explore the use of control flow complexity, measured with the cyclomatic number (V(g)), to prioritize which methods should undergo CP testing. Our results show that a large percentage of latent faults could potentially be detected by CP after state-based testing was applied (from 5 percent to 25 percent of the total number of mutants). The price of applying CP testing can however be significant (increases from 52 to 315 percent were observed) and it may therefore be necessary to select a subset of methods to which to apply it. Using a selection threshold based on V(g) turns out to be supported by our results which suggest that the number of latent faults after state-based testing tends to increase as V(g) increases.
Another important result concerns the oracle strategy adopted to detect failures while executing test cases. It was suggested by Binder [7] that state invariants could be checked, especially in the context of state-based testing, to detect failures. Assertions are instrumented in the code so that each state transition is verified by checking the expected state invariant. Our results show that oracles based on state invariant assertions are not as effective as precise oracles checking the exact resulting state of the objects on which test cases are run. However, significant increase in fault detection (from 11 percent to 72 percent for RT) can come, in some cases, at a significance expense, i.e., a substantial increase in test driver's size (e.g., for the weaker form of RT: from a few percentage points in Name up to 300 percent in NameSet), one of our surrogate measures for cost. Again, it is then a matter of choice whether to use one oracle strategy or the other. This choice may be determined by the complexity and criticality of the class (cluster), as well as the test budget available. When using a precise oracle is too expensive, one possible alternative is to complement state-based testing with CP that has shown to help uncover some of the mutants still alive due to the use of state invariant oracles. In other words, CP reduces the gap between the results obtained with the two different oracles.
The results above are, with hindsight, rather intuitive. But, one has to consider there are very few practical guidelines that testers can follow to help them test complex classes (clusters) with state-dependent behavior. There are very few tangible results they can rely upon. A number of techniques exist but their cost effectiveness is not well understood and strategies to combine techniques have not been fully investigated. We evaluated here a number of well-known techniques (two variants of RT, state-based testing and CP) and proposed a way to combine them that is both logical, intuitive, and that can be tailored to the test budget available. The results we obtained, through a series of three controlled experiments, clearly indicate the usefulness of combining state-based and functional testing and also clarify the choices the user has to face concerning the test oracle to be used in test drivers.
The limitations of our study are related, as for most controlled experiments, to the artificial settings we are working with. Though our experiments represent a substantial effort, they involved only four classes. Those classes were, however, carefully selected to be representative of many real-world system classes, so that reasonably complex statecharts could be derived and used. But, it is very well possible that other results could have been obtained with classes showing very different characteristics. Furthermore, the students were provided with all the support they needed to properly apply the techniques. This was motivated by our objective to assess the techniques when properly used. Under real project constraints, however, it may turn out that some of the techniques are difficult to apply for a significant portion of main stream software engineers. Despite its significant advantages from the point of view of experimentation, we also face the usual limitations of using mutation operators to seed faults [17] .
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